
User License

i. Ownership

Each NFTypeface can have only one legal owner at any one time - be that an individual or 

a business entity. Ownership is cryptographically verifiable on the Ethereum blockchain.

Ownership of the NFTypeface is mediated entirely by the Smart Contract and the 

Ethereum Network: at no point may we seize, freeze, or otherwise modify the ownership 

of any NFTypeface. 

Only the legal, cryptographically verified owner may retain a working font file.

Ownership of an NFTypeface does NOT grant you intellectual property rights. Intellectual 

property rights over the design of the typeface remain the property of the originating 

designer, studio or foundry.

ii. Modification

You may not edit, modify or rename the NFTypeface source (.otf) file in any way. 

iii. Personal Use

Subject to your continued compliance with these Terms, NFTy.pe and the originating 

designer, studio or foundry grant you a worldwide, royalty-free license to use and display 

the purchased NFTypeface, along with any extensions that you choose to create for your 

own personal, non-commercial use.

iv. Commercial Use. 

Subject to your continued compliance with these Terms, NFTy.pe and the originating 
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designer, studio or foundry  grants you an unlimited, worldwide license to use and 

display the NFTypeface in the creation of commercial works including but not limited to 

logo design and brand identity, use in editorial and publishing, title design and motion 

graphics, social media, poster design and all applications which reasonably fall under the 

term ‘Graphic Design’.

v. Sale and Transfer of Ownership

The sale of any NFTypeface immediately transfers any and all usage rights to the the new 

owner, as verified on the Ethereum blockchain. You may not legally keep duplicate files or 

copies of the NFTypeface and must cease all use of the font and font file.

When the deliverable file is an uneditable image or an outlined vector file - not live text - 

transfer of ownership is not required.

vi. Duplication

You may not duplicate any NFTypeface for sale. Should a client wish to use the 

NFTypeface in any communications including advertising, social media, marketing, brand 

communications, motion graphics and anything reasonably termed Graphic Design, they 

must acquire ownership from you, through a private transaction which may take place on 

any NFT marketplace.

Business entities requiring multiple copies of a typeface and who are cryptographically 

verified owners of the original NFTypeface file may duplicate the file for distribution 

internally, only if they are the cryptographically verified owners of the NFTypeface. Once 

the transfer of ownership is complete, you agree to delete any digital copies of the 

NFTypeface under penalty of law
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